In this article we consider the problem of testing, for two finite sets of points in the Euclidean space, if their convex hulls are disjoint and computing an optimal supporting hyperplane if so. This is a fundamental problem of classification in machine learning known as the hard-margin SVM. The problem can be formulated as a quadratic programming problem. The SMO algorithm [1] is the current state of art algorithm for solving it, but it does not answer the question of separability. An alternative to solving both problems is the Triangle Algorithm [2], a geometrically inspired algorithm, initially described for the convex hull membership problem [3], a fundamental problem in linear programming. First, we describe the experimental performance of the Triangle Algorithm for testing the intersection of two convex hulls. Next, we compare the performance of Triangle Algorithm with SMO for finding the optimal supporting hyperplane. Based on experimental results ranging up to 5000 points in each set in dimensions up to 10000, the Triangle Algorithm outperforms SMO.
Introduction
Given a pair of finite sets, determining if they are linearly separable and if so, finding a separating hyperplane is a problem of classification dealt with in statistics and machine learning. In two-class classification, we wish to estimate a function f : R m → {±1} using the input-output data (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) ∈ R m × {±1}
Given some new data point x, we use f (x) to classify its label. According to Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory [4] minimizing the error on the test set depends not only on minimizing the empirical risk but also on the capacity of the function class. This has led to the development of the class of functions whose capacity can be computed. Vapnik and Chervonenkis [4] and Vapnik and Lerner [5] considered the class of hyperplanes
corresponding to the decision function
and proposed a learning algorithm for separable problems, to construct the function f from empirical data. This optimal margin classifier [6] for the linearly separable case is based upon the minimization of the number of classification errors by placing optimal boundaries between classes. This has also led to the tremendous success of support vector machines (SVM) in classification tasks. 
The hyperplane W = {x ∈ R m : w T x = b}
separates K and K ′ . The optimal hyperplane H is orthogonal to the shortest line connecting the convex hulls, K and K ′ , of the two classes, and intersects this line segment half-way. Among all the hyperplanes separating the data, H is the unique one yielding the maximum margin of separation between K and K ′ . The distance between a test point and the optimal hyperplane also provides an estimate on the confidence in the classification.
In Figure 1 , the minimum distance γ 1 of K to the hyperplane is given by the line segment Iv 1 . The point v 1 represents x (i) , and the point I can be represented as
Since I lies on the hyperplane w T x − b = 0
Solving for γ i lends
To obtain a unique solution, H, to (8) , we set ||w|| = 1. By definition the maximally separating hyperplane will be such that γ = min{γ i : i = 1, . . . , m}
The solution to this relies on the fact that the minimum of the Euclidean distance function d(x, x ′ ) is attained and is positive min{d(x, x ′ ) :
To find the maximum of the minimum margins, (9) can be written as 
Our goal in this article is to consider the hard margin problem and study the performance of two distinct algorithms; the Triangle Algorithm (TA) and the Sequential Minimal Optimization(SMO) algorithm. The Triangle Algorithm is a geometrically inspired algorithm while the SMO algorithm is the state of the art quadratic programming method.
There exist another geometric algorithm, Gilbert's algorithm [7] , based on the Frank Wolfe approximation [8] for quadratic programs, that were empirically shown to converge fast [9] . It wasn't until 2009 that Gartner et al [10] gave the proof on their convergence speed. They however do not consider the case if the convex hulls are non-separable. The Triangle Algorithm belongs to the same class of algorithm but also offer convergence bounds for answering the question of separability. Earlier results [11] , for the special case of a point and a set, show that the Triangle Algorithm outperforms the Frank Wolfe algorithm.
The Triangle Algorithm thus works in two phases. In the first phase, given (K, K ′ ) described above, it determines whether they are separable or not. The first phase begins with a pair of iterates (p,
In each iteration it either moves p close to p ′ using a p-pivot to a new point p ∈ K, or it moves p ′ closer to p using a p
Similarly for p ′ -pivot. If the Triangle Algorithm fails to find any such pivot, it implies that K ∈ V or(p) and K ∈ V or(p ′ ), returning a witness pair (p, p ′ ) ∈ K × K ′ , the perpendicular bisector of which is a hyperplane that separates (K, K ′ ). In the second phase it gradually reduces the gap between p and p ′ to compute the optimal hyperplane. 
In the next phase the Triangle Algorithm starts with a witness pair (p, p ′ ) and its orthogonal separating hyperplane w T x = b to calculate the optimal hyperplane H. figure 3 ) defined as
In this case v ext is not a pivot, yet it allows reducing d(p, p ′ ). It is called a weak pivot. In the next iteration it uses either a pivot or a weak pivot. The algorithm terminates when the lower bound and upper bound are close within a prescribed tolerance. Figure 3 shows a special case of a set and a point for Triangle Algorithm II. The input parameters are (p, p ′ ), V and the output is (p f inal , p ′ ). Here v 1 and v 4 act as the extreme points. The SMO algorithm however, is a quadratic programming method for solving the problem posed by (9) . Setting the derivative of its Lagrangian to zero (see section 3 for details), we get
as a partial set of equations. The key idea of SMO is to fix all α i 's except for a pair(α i , α j ) of them. Having selected (α i , α j ), SMO then reoptimizes w with respect to them. The SMO algorithm, as we shall see in section 3, does not answer the question of separability of the two sets.
For the intended comparison we implemented both algorithms, triangle algorithm and SMO, in matlab. For our experiments we generated two unit balls with random mean and placed them at some distance apart, to analyze the results of both algorithms. We tested and analyzed the results for both algorithms for up to 1000 dimensions with up to 2000 points in each set.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the distance duality, Triangle Algorithm and its complexity. In section 3 we describe the langrange duality and SMO algorithm. In section 4, we describe the performance of the Triangle Algorithm for testing the intersection or separation of two convex hulls. In section 5, we compare the performance of the Triangle Algorithm with SMO for finding the optimal hyperplane. In section 6, we discuss some ideas for an efficient implementation of the Triangle Algorithm and future work.
The Triangle Algorithm
Given a finite set V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } ⊂ R m , and a distinguished point p ∈ R m , the convex hull membership problem(or convex hull decision problem), is to test if p ∈ conv(V ), or convex hull of V. Given a desired tolerance ǫ ∈ (0, 1), we call a point
A recent algorithm for the convex hull membership problem is the Triangle Algorithm [3] . It can either compute an ǫ-approximate solution, or when p / ∈ conv(V ) a separating hyperplane and a point that approximates the distance from p to conv(V ) to within a factor of 2. Based on preliminary experiments, the Triangle Algorithm performs quite well on reasonably large size problem, see [11] .
Here we review the terminology and some results from [3] [2] for the case of two finite convex hulls.
Definitions
The Euclidean distance is denoted by
It is easy to prove that δ * = 0 if and only if
Triangle Algorithm I computes an ǫ-approximate solution to the intersection problem when δ * = 0, or a pair of separating hyperplane when δ * > 0. In each iteration it begins with a pair of iterates p i ∈ K, p ′ i ∈ K ′ and searches for a p ′ -pivot v ∈ V and p-pivot v ′ ∈ V ′ along with the optimal pair of supporting hyperplanes defined below.
Given a pair (p,
We say
Consider the Voronoi diagram of the set {p, p ′ } and the corresponding Voronoi cells
If H = {x : h T x = a} is the orthogonal bisecting hyperplane of the line pp ′ , it intersects K if and only if there exists v ∈ K that is a p ′ -pivot for p, and H intersects K ′ if and only if there exists
we say it is a witness pair if the orthogonal bisecting hyperplane of the line segment pp ′ separates K and K ′ . Figure 3 shows an example of a witness-pair (p, p ′ ) with w as their orthogonal bisecting hyperplane. In Figure 4 , the point v and v ′ are pivots for p ′ and p, respectively. The four points p, p ′ , v, v ′ need not be coplanar.
By squaring (18) and (19), these are respectively equivalent to checking if
From the above it follows that the existence and computation of a pivot can be carried out by solving the following
Triangle Algorithm II begins with a witness pair (p,
We say a witness pair (p,
A pair of parallel hyperplanes (H, Figure 1 shows an example of hyperplanes supported by boundary points. A witness pair (p,
is an ǫ-approximate solution to the supporting hyperplanes problem if
and there exists a pair of parallel supporting hyperplanes (H, H ′ ) orthogonal to the line segment pp ′ such that the distance between them satisfies
If (p, p ′ ) is not already an ǫ-approximate solution to δ * , the algorithm makes use of a weak-pivot. Given a witness pair (p, p ′ ) ∈ K × K ′ , suppose that H is the orthogonal bisecting hyperplane of the line segment
(i.e. if H v is the hyperplane parallel to H passing through v, it separates p from p ′ , see Figure 5a ). Similarly, we shall say
Figure 5: Hyperplanes depicting the lower and upper bounds on the optimal distance
In an iteration of Triangle Algorithm II a given pair (p k , p ′ k ) ∈ K × K ′ may or many not be a witness pair. The algorithm searches for a weak-pivot or a pivot in order to reduce the current gap
until ǫ-approximate solutions to both the distance and supporting hyperplanes problems are reached.
The correctness of the Triangle Algorithm relies on the following distance duality.
are orthogonal hyperplanes to the line segment p * p ′ * at p * and p ′ * respectively, they are optimal supporting hyperplanes to K and K ′ , respectively. In other words, 
Formal definition of Triangle Algorithm I
In this section we describe the details of Triangle Algorithm I. This is a generalization of the original Triangle Algorithm in the case when V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and
. Given that such triangle exists, it uses v or v ′ as a pivot to bring p, p
. Let nearest(x; yz) be the nearest point to x on the line segment joining y to z.
We have Given three points x, y, z ∈ R m , let the step-size be
Then
Here we describe Triangle Algorithm I for testing if two finite convex hulls
is to within a prescribed tolerance, or it is a witness pair. It assumes we are given points (p 0 , p
.
• Step 2. Test if there exists v ∈ V that is a p-pivot for p ′ , i.e.
If such pivot exists, set p ← nearest(p ′ ; pv), and go to Step 1.
If such pivot exists, set p ′ ← nearest(p; p ′ v ′ ), and go to Step 1.
• Step 4. Output (p, p ′ ) as a witness pair, stop (K ∩ K ′ = ∅).
Formal definition of Triangle Algorithm II
Triangle Algorithm II begins with a witness pair (p, p ′ ) ∈ K × K ′ , then it computes an ǫ-approximate solution to the distance problem. Since (p, p ′ ) is a witness pair there exists no p ′ -pivot for p, or a p-pivot for p ′ . However, if (p, p ′ ) is not already an ǫ-approximate solution to δ * , the algorithm makes use of a weak-pivot. Given a pair (p, p ′ ) ∈ K × K ′ , the orthogonal bisector hyperplane of the line segment pp ′ is
If (p, p ′ ) is a witness pair then
Let
Then the hyperplanes H v and H v ′ give supporting hyperplanes to K and K ′ , respectively, and the distance between them, d(H v , H v ′ ) is a lower bound to δ * . Specifically, let
Then if
we have Figure 6 , gives a geometric interpretation of the distances. Let (p,
Given a witness pair (p, p ′ ), let δ = d(p, p ′ ) and δ v , δ v ′ be as defined in (36). Define
Clearly, 
Step 5.
•
• Step 5. Call Triangle Algorithm I with (p, p ′ ) as input. Go to Step 1.
In section 6 we discuss certain notes which are useful in an efficient implementation of the Triangle Algorithm.
Lagrange Duality and SMO algorithm
The SMO algorithm relies on the fact that the optimal hyperplane w can be expressed as a convex combination of the input vectors i.e. w =
. It then performs a coordinate descent over the parameters α 1 . . . α m to find the optimal hyperplane. The remainder of this section describes the Lagrange duality for the optimization problem and SMO algorithm.
Lagrange Duality
Given the training set {x (i) , i = 1, . . . , m} and their convex hull membership denoted by y i , we define the functional margin γ to be
To keep the functional margin to be large we need w T x (i) + b to be large positive number in case of y (i) = 1 and a large negative number in case of y (i) = −1. However, choosing (2w, 2b) instead of (w, b) would also increase the functional margin without doing anything meaningful.
Enforcing ||w|| = 1 ensures that the functional margin equals the geometric margin, and guarantees that all geometric margins are at least equal to γ.
To find the maximum of the minimum margins, equation (43) can be written as
As w = 1 leads to a non-convex constraint, we formulate the following problem,
Without l.o.g. we allow γ = 1. Maximizing γ ||w|| or 1 ||w|| is equivalent to minimizing ||w|| 2 . We now have an optimization problem that can be efficiently solved and the solution to which gives an optimal-margin classifier.
In the machine learning literature, when their convex hulls are disjoint, the hard margin SVM problem is to compute a pair of supporting hyperplanes with maximum margin. This optimization is infeasible when the convex hulls K and K ′ intersect, i.e., K ∩ K ′ = ∅. In such cases a soft margin SVM formulates the problem as a convex programming whose optimal solution provides a pair of supporting hyperplanes, necessarily allowing some mis-classifications.
In that case we define a relaxation coefficient for the separation and penalize the objective function with respect to the relaxation coefficient resulting in the soft margin formulation
The parameter C controls the weighting between the twin goals of minimizing ||w|| 2 and ensuring the most examples have a functional margin at least 1.
The Lagrangian for the optimization problem, as described in [12] turns out to be
Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian and setting it yo zero we get,
Plugging (49) back to (48) gives way to the Wolfe dual of the problem
The KKT conditions for convergence are
Notice that (50) does not solve for the constant b explicitly. Once we have the optimal w * , b * can be calculated as
The SMO algorithm
The SMO algorithm performs a coordinate descent over the set of all α i s. The constraint in (49) forces the sum of the products α i y i to be zero. For
coordinate descent cannot be performed by adjusting a single value of α i . We can perform coordinate descent between a pair (α i , α j ) such that their sum is constant. The SMO algorithm can be described as following:
• Select a pair (α i , α j ) to update.
• Reoptimize W (α) with respect to (α i , α j ), while holding other α k (k = i, j) fixed.
Specifically we choose α i and α j such that
where ς is some constant. This forces a line constraint. Moreover the KKT conditions(51) enforces the following box constraint. Given the choice of two α i s to optimize we first compute the lower and upper bounds as following:
Now we want the optimal value for α j to maximize the objective function. If this value ends up lying outside the bounds L and H, we simply clip the value of α j to lie within this range. The update for α j as discussed in [1] is
where
If the optimal value of α j is not within the bounds we clip it as following
After solving for α j we solve for α i defined as
Where α (old) j is the value of α j from the previous iteration. Next we select the threshold b to satisfy the KKT conditions. If α i is not at bounds (i.e. 0 < α i < C) then the following threshold b 1 is valid
Similarly if α j is not at bounds the following threshold b 2 is valid
If both the thresholds are not at bounds, then all thresholds between b 1 and b 2 satisfy the KKT conditions. This gives the following update equation
Each iteration of the SMO algorithm has two loops. The outer loops picks α 1 that corresponds to a sample violating the KKT conditions. The inner loop then picks another α 2 such that the error E 2 − E 1 is maximum.
SMO algorithm (Main loop)
• Step 1. Initialize α i = 0, ∀ i, b=0, passes=0, numChanged=0, examineAll=0
• Step 2. while (numChanged > 0 examineAll)
• numChanged=0
• if (examineAll)
• loop I over all training examples • numChanged=numChanged + examineExample(I)
• else
• loop I over all training examples where alpha is not 0 or not C • numChanged=numChanged + examineExample(I)
• if (examineAll == 1)
• examineAll = 0
• if (examineAll == 0)
• examineAll = 1 examineExample(i2)
• Step 1. y2= target(i2), alph2=Lagrange multiplier for i2, E2 = error(i2) -y2, r2=E2*y2
• if (number of non-zero and non-C alpha > 1)
• i1 = result of second choice heuristics • if takestep(i1,i2) return 1
• loop over all non-zero and non-C alpha
• loop over all possible i1
takeStep(i1,i2)
• Step 1. Clip and update alph1 and alph2
• Step 2. Update threshold to reflect change in Lagrange multiplier
• Step 3. Update weight vector to reflect change in alph1 and alph2
• Step 4. Update error cache in using Lagrange multiplier
The SMO algorithm however, does not answer the question of separability of two convex sets. A hard margin classification can be enforced by setting the value of C to infinity, but in case of overlapping convex hulls it doesn't converge.
Testing intersection or separation of Convex Hulls
Testing for intersection of two finite Convex Hulls is a general case for testing if a point lies inside the Convex Hull. The Triangle Algorithm is efficient in answering the convex hull problem. [11] In case of linearly separable sets we report the number of iterations it takes for the Triangle Algorithm to converge. The value of ǫ = 0.001 was used and the maximum number of iterations was set to be 10 4 . In the experimental setup we generated points in V = {v 1 . . . v n } and
. We translated the smaller ball along a random direction by
Where
and d(v i , v j ) is the euclidean distance between v I andv j . The number of points in each of the set K and K' were 5000. Figure 8 shows the performance in the number of iterations and time. Table 2 : Triangle Algorithm performance for set intersection
Testing approximation of Distance and Optimal support
We compared the performance of Triangle Algorithm with SMO for calculating the optimal support, given that the convex hulls are separate. To enforce a hard-margin classification we set the constant C = Inf inity for SMO. The value of ǫ = 0.001 was used for both algorithms. Additionally the maximum number of iterations were set to be 10 4 for both algorithms.
Comparison Based on Dimension
In the experimental setup we generated points in V = {v 1 . . . v n } and
. We translated the smaller ball along a random direction by max{ (49) we know that the hyperplane w is a sparse combination of the points in V and V ′ . The table shows the number of points it took to represent the optimal w. The distance is the reported distance between the sets V and V ′ , which is calculated as Figure 9 shows the performance of both algorithms in terms of iterations and time. Based on our results we found that the Triangle Algorithm was faster in case of runtime against the SMO algorithm. This speed may be attributed to the linear work done in each iteration of the Triangle Algorithm, whereas each iteration of SMO is between linear and quadratic in, n, i.e. the number of points. We noticed that while being faster, the Triangle Algorithm calculates results similar to SMO in terms of sparsity and distance.
Comparison Based on Distance
In this experimental setup we generated points in V = {v 1 . . . v n } and
Where diam is defined in (64). By adjusting the value of k we were able to vary the distance between the convex hulls. The number of points in V and V ′ were 5000. The dimensionality was 1000. 
If L 1 and L 2 are not parallel and do not intersect, then the line segment L 3 =′ is perpendicular to both L 1 and L 2 .
then,
Substituting (68) in (67), we get
Solving for s and t, we get
If the lines are parallel the denominator in (70) and (71) goes to zero. In this case we can keep one of the parameters constant, say s=0, and solve for t.
After getting the initial estimates for (s, t) we wish to clip them such that the point lies between the line
This method using the dot product works for points in any number of dimensions. [13] 6.2 Caching Results
Step 2 and 3 of the Triangle Algorithm I , solves a maximization problem for finding the pivots i.e. if the value of 
For a vector x let,
therefore,
We can update the errors as
The update for the error E is
If we precompute the dot-products, similar to SMO, each update is O(n).
Avoiding Zig-Zag
The Triangle Algorithm has been observed to suffer from zig-zagging. In this section we discuss the case for the same and a simple idea to overcome it. Let V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, K = conv(V ), p ∈ K and we wish to move p closer to p ′ In this case both v 1 and v 2 are suitable for pivot selection. But p can either move along the line segment pv 1 or pv 2 , and this causes it to zig-zag between v 1 and v 2 by choosing them as a pivot in an alternating fashion. We wish to move it along the segment pp ′ instead. Figure 10 shows the trajectory of the movement of the iterate that is zig-zagging between v 1 and v 2 . A simple solution would be to add another point v ext = (v 1 + v 2 )/2 which will be a better pivot choice and move p along the desired trajectory. To identify zig-zagging we can check if △d(p, p ′ ) < ǫd(p, p ′ ) where ǫ ∈ [0, 1]. If this condition is met we can add the midpoint of two most frequently used pivots. This approach has been found to be working well in our experiments.
Reducing Floating Point Operations
A remarkable property of Triangle Algorithm is that it continuously reduces the gap between the iterates p ∈ conv(V ) and p ′ ∈ conv(V ′ ) in each iteration. This gap d(p, p ′ ) also gives an estimate of the distance between the convex hulls. Between each iterations we have some points that are non-bounding i.e. w T v i > w T p, ∀v i ∈ V and w T v ′ i < w T p ′ , ∀v ′ i ∈ V ′ . Therefore, it makes sense to search for the next-pivot or extreme points within these non-bounding points first. Figure 11 shows the non-bounding points where p and p ′ act as iterates. If none of them satisfy the property then we can scan all the points. Notice that when we have the optimal hyperplane then we will find no such points in both the non-bounding set and the complete set. This is a heuristic idea to reduce the number of scans over the whole input.
Future Work
Our experiments show that the Triangle Algorithm does well on the hard-margin formulation of the optimization problem. In this section we present the idea for solving the soft-margin problem using the Triangle Algorithm.
We use the following formulation for the soft-margin problem
If we let
and use the following problem,
it is solvable by the Triangle Algorithm.
